
Google Adwords
Drive Conversion & Build Awareness 

Instantly with Google Ads (LBS)





What is Google Adwords or Google Ads
Definition – Google AdWords is an advertising platform provided by Google 
on pay per click (PPC) basis. The website is shown on the search engine result 
page (SERP) and when these advertisements are clicked or viewed, Google 
deducts the bidding amount paid by you.

So, basically, you can judge the number of clicks on your advertisement. It 
depends on your keyword selection. If those keywords are really popular then 
the bidding amount will definitely go high but if the keywords are rarely used 
by the users then it costs much lower.





How Does it Work?
Google AdWords is a platform for advertising websites (products or services) 
by paying Google in terms of monetary value depending on the currency of 
your country. What happens is – when someone searches for any information 
with any specific keywords and you have already paid Google to promote your 
website with some bunch of keywords then Google will show your website on 
the search engine result page (SERP) and when the user clicks on your website 
Google charges money paid by you in advance. So it all depends on your 
advertising budget and the number of user clicks on your website.







Advantages of Google Ads
Google AdWords is one of the most efficient methods of paid online 
advertising which is used by thousands of small, medium and large business 
organizations. Whether you have just started a small business or an 
e-commerce store, you can build your business through the targeted ads that 
reach the exact people you want to reach.

1.  Google Ads lets you get discovered.

Irrespective of any size, every business that is marketing online wants to be 
found on the first page of Google search results. If you want your product or 
services to get discovered by targeted and potential customers in a short 
period of time, then using AdWords is the best choice that you can make.



Advantages of Google Ads
2. Google Ads allows you to reach local customers.

Google Ads give you various targeting options, so it becomes easy to target 
the right audience for your small business. These targeting option are really 
effective if you have a local store and are willing to target customers in that 
zone only.

If you are focused on a specific local audience–be it city or region–you can 
benefit by displaying your ads only to people in that area. This is usually 
referred to as “geo-targeting.” It helps you reach your desired customer 
without wasting the ad spend on those who are not in your area.



Advantages of Google Ads
3. Google Ads is highly measurable.

Being a small business owner, you have to be careful at every step of online 
marketing so that there are minimum losses and maximum gains. To keep 
your campaign efforts positively aligned at all times, you have to track and 
measure all the details of your campaigns.

Google Ads provide you with detailed information about your campaigns as 
well as in-depth analysis of reports and results based on your campaigns that 
are easy to comprehend.





Advantages of Google Ads
4. Google Ads is a flexible marketing platform.

Google Ads fits any kind of business–both in industry and in size, be it small, 
medium or large.  It’s fair to call it a flexible and dynamic marketing platform. 
That flexibility includes the ability to start, pause or stop any of your ads or 
campaigns anytime.

You can set the budget for your campaigns according to the amount that you 
are willing to spend. You also get options to target people placed in different 
locations and people using different devices.



Advantages of Google Ads
5. Google Ads can lead to strong ROI.

The most ROI-friendly aspect of AdWords is that you pay only for the ads that 
are clicked by people. Through targeted exposure of your ads, you are aiming 
at customers who are exactly looking for your product or service.

Hence, being specific with the ads and audience, you are much more likely to 
generate conversions through an AdWords ad rather than a general one.

Because AdWords is measurable, you can further use that information to 
track and test campaigns to fetch out the best results.
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Google Search Ads
These ads appear when a user searches something with specific keywords. 
Factors like conversion rate, higher bidding, landing page experience play a 
significant role in these ads. Google decides which ad should come first based 
on its content, relevance, bidding, buying patterns of the user.

Example – If any user searches for “tour packages for Shimla“, then ads from 
different tours and travel companies will appear.
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Let’s Begin
Create New Campaign

Ad Group SettingCampaign Setting

Name, Location, Bidding 
Strategy, Bidding Value, 
Language, Ad Schedule

Ad Extension - Siteline, 
Callout, Call, Location, 

Structure Snippet

Keyword Selection & 
Landing Page

Ad Copies - 10 to 12 
headlines & 3 Descriptions



Google Display Ads
While browsing any website user finds these ads on different places which 
may be static or dynamic. These ads may not be relevant for the user but 
Google displays them based on a user’s interest, searches, etc. If the 
advertiser wants to show their ads on the travel-related website then they just 
have to tag those websites with their ads.



Let’s Begin
Create New Campaign

Ad Group SettingCampaign Setting

Name, Location, Bidding 
Strategy, Bidding Value, 
Language, Ad Schedule

Ad Extension - Map & Call 
Extension

Placement, Interest, 
Demographics, Keywords & 

Topic

Ad Copies - 15-20 Image As 
per Google’s 

Recommended Size



Google Video Ads
These are the ads that are displayed on YouTube and other Google video 
browsing websites. As YouTube is one of the busiest websites, so it really 
makes sense to put video ads over there. It also has an advantage that one 
can easily count return on investment (ROI) and user engagement on YouTube 
which is obviously not possible on TV commercials.



Let’s Begin
Create New Campaign

Ad Group SettingCampaign Setting

Name, Location, Bidding 
Strategy, Bidding Value, 
Language, Ad Schedule

Related Videos up to 5 
videos (Google will show 
only 2)

Placement, Interest, 
Demographics, Keywords & 

Topic

1 Video to be uploaded on 
YouTube & link to be shared 

in adwords





Google Ads Summary
Google AdWords is a fantastic platform to create and put your ad on Google. It 
can be time and money consuming but if you can manage it to use efficiently, 
then it has capabilities to give you enormous positive results. It may look a 
little complicated to understand but its flexibility and feasibility can’t be 
questioned. There is another great tool Google Search Console which helps in 
tremendous ways in achieving a higher rank. Both these tools are equally 
important from SEO point of view.
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